2018 Speak Up Challenge
#VoicesofSpeakUp

Project Tomorrow wants to hear your voice and share your ideas with the world!

This year’s challenge is a blog or vlog entry. Please answer the below prompt in a 500 word blog or 2-3 minute vlog:

Help us predict the future of learning! What will “school” be like in 2025? How will new technologies change the way students go to school, learn, and interact with their teachers and classmates?

Submit your entry here: https://goo.gl/forms/mUV8QlxZ7q50V1jo1


Three (3) lucky winners will be awarded a $100 gift card. Their teacher leader will also be awarded a $100 gift card.

Winners will be announced during Speak Up Appreciation Week January 14-18, 2019

Winning blogs/vlogs will be published on Project Tomorrow's Blog/Social Media.

Photos are allowed in both blog/vlog submissions. In order to qualify for any prize the entire class of the teacher leader must participate and complete the Speak Up survey. By submitting your blog/video, you also give Project Tomorrow permission to use it for any educational or promotional purpose related to Speak Up.

For more information please visit: https://tomorrow.org/speakup/speakupamerica.html
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